Prefrontal cortex and cerebellum have both been implicated in temporal processing tasks although the exact contribution of each system remains unclear. To investigate this issue, control participants and patients with either prefrontal or cerebellar lesions were tested on temporal and nontemporal perceptual tasks under 2 levels of attentional load. Each trial involved a comparison between a standard tone and a subsequent comparison tone that varied in frequency, duration, or both. When participants had to make concurrent judgments on both dimensions, patients with frontal lobe lesions were significantly impaired on both tasks whereas the variability of cerebellar patients increased in the duration task only. This dissociation suggests that deficits on temporal processing tasks observed in frontal patients can be related to the attention demands of such tasks; cerebellar patients have a more specific problem related to timing.
The brain is continually required to process temporal information. This can be seen in all of our everyday activities: coordinating the gestures of a complex action, anticipating the duration of a signal light, or preparing the evening meal-all of these entail a system that is able to anticipate events in advance. Extensive research over the past decade has sought to elucidate fundamental questions concerning how time is represented in the brain. Performance on time perception tasks entails multiple-component operations (Gibbon, Church, & Meek, 1984; Ivry & Hazeltine, 1995; Treisman, 1963) . In addition to the ability to represent temporal information, such tasks require perceptual, attentional, and memory processes. There has been substantial interest in the neuropsychological literature on the neural systems involved in the perception and production of relatively short intervals (reviewed in Gibbon, Malapani, Dale, & Gallistel, 1997; Ivry, 1996) . Much of this work has focused on the cerebellum, frontal lobe, and basal ganglia. Performance on temporal processing tasks is disrupted following lesions to any one of these three structures (for reviews, see Ivry, 1996; Meek, 1996) . What remains to be determined is the functional role for these structures, as well as the interactions between them in the course of temporal processing. In this article, we focus on two of these regions; the prefrontal cortex and cerebellum.
The importance of the frontal lobes in temporal processing has been demonstrated in both animal and human studies. It has been suggested that many of the problems experienced by patients with frontal lesions reflect a problem in the temporal organization of mental and motor activities (Fuster, 1981; Nichelli, Clark, Hollnagel, & Grafman, 1995; Stuss & Benson, 1984) . A loss of temporal coherence would obviously be a major impediment to the planning and execution of goal-oriented behavior. For example, frontal patients have difficulty in reconstructing the time sequence of a series of events or in making judgments concerning the temporal order of a series of consecutive stimuli (Mangels, 1997; Milner, Corsi, & Leonard, 1991; Shimamura, Janowsky, & Squire, 1990) . These tests assess patients' memories for the temporal relationship between items; that is, for judgments of relative time. They do not explicitly test memory for the duration of temporal intervals, a task that might require the representation of absolute time.
Evoked potential studies in humans have also implicated frontal regions in temporal processing tasks. Elbert, Ulrich, Rockstroh, and Lutzenberger (1991) observed slow cortical potentials over the frontotemporal region when people were required to reproduce a target duration. Similarly, the evoked responses were linked to frontal regions during a duration discrimination task (Bruder et al., 1992) . Although these studies based their anatomical conclusions on the relative amplitude of slow cortical potentials, Macar (1996a, 1996b) used topographical analyses to localize the underlying generators in a more reliable manner. The level of activation over dorsolateral prefrontal regions was found to be predictive of performance on a time reproduction task: Activity level was inversely related to the accuracy of the produced interval.
It has also been proposed that the cerebellum plays a central role in the representation of temporal information.
Support for this hypothesis comes from both empirical study and theoretical analysis of this structure. Braitenberg (1967) hypothesized that the cerebellar cortex implemented an interval-based timing system through a series of delay lines formed by parallel fiber activity. Although further anatomical and physiological analyses questioned the idea of this "hardware" form of timing (Fahle & Braitenberg, 1984) , other theorists have suggested that a "software" spectrum of timing elements might emerge through the relatively slow synaptic interactions that take place in the cerebellar cortex (Buonomano & Mauk, 1994; Fiala, Grossberg, & Bullock, 1996) . Classical conditioning studies of the eyeblink response have focused on the cerebellum (e.g., Daum et al., 1993b; Thompson, 1990; Woodruff-Pak, Papka, & Ivry, 1996) and stressed the importance of temporal representations (Ivry, 1993) . Of relevance here is the fact that the cerebellar cortex is essential for the precise timing that makes this learned response adaptive (e.g., Ferret, Ruiz, & Mauk, 1993) .
Ivry and his colleagues have looked for more direct evidence of the role of the cerebellum in timing. Patients with cerebellar lesions show increased variability on a repetitive tapping task (Ivry & Keele, 1989) , with the deficit attributed to poor timing control rather than motor execution for those patients with lesions in the more lateral regions of the neocerebellum (Franz, Ivry, & Helmuth, 1996; Ivry, Keele, & Diener, 1988) . Moreover, cerebellar lesions were associated with poor acuity on perceptual tasks that require precise timing, including duration discrimination (Ivry & Keele, 1989) and velocity discrimination (Grill, Hallett, Marcus, & McShane, 1994; Ivry & Diener, 1991; Nawrot & Rizzo, 1995) . Given that these patients do not show perceptual deficits on nontemporal tasks such as loudness or position discrimination, the cerebellar contribution appears to be specific to those tasks that require a precise representation of the fine timing between sensory and motor events.
Neuroimaging studies with positron emission tomography (PET) provide further evidence of prefrontal and cerebellar involvement in temporal processing tasks (as well as basal ganglia). Increases in regional cerebral blood flow were observed in both areas when participants judged the duration of a visual stimulus that ranged in duration from 410 ms to 910 ms, compared with a control condition in which the stimuli were passively observed (Maquet et al., 1996) . These results are in agreement with the findings of Jueptner and colleagues (Jueptner, Flerlch, Weiller, Mueller, & Diener, 1996; Jueptner et al., 1995) . Compared with a passive stimulus-only condition, activation was greater in both vermal and hemispheric loci when participants were required to judge the duration of intervals marked by auditory signals (Jueptner et al., 1995) and when participants had to judge the velocity of a moving peg on their right hand (Jueptner, Flerlch, Weiller, Meuller, & Diener, 1996) . In both studies, increased activity was also observed in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
To date, comparisons between the cerebellum and frontal cortex on temporal processing tasks have generally been indirect. The rat model of internal timing has focused on the striatal-frontal-hippocampal pathway, and the cerebellum has not been included in the various lesion and pharmacological manipulations (Gibbon et al., 1997) . Within the human neuropsychological literature, there have been substantial differences in methodology between studies assessing cerebellar and frontal contributions on timing tasks (Ivry & Keele, 1989; Von Steinbuchel, Wittman, & Poeppel, 1996) . Moreover, between the human and animal literatures, the dependent variables have been quite different. The rat studies have focused on how lesions or pharmacological agents alter perceived duration, or bias, whereas the human cerebellar studies have focused on changes in the consistency of an internal timing system. Mangels, Ivry, and Shimizu (1998) recently reported a direct comparison of patients with either cerebellar or prefrontal lesions on a series of perceptual tasks. In their first experiment, the performance of frontal and cerebellar patients was compared on two duration discrimination tasks, one with intervals centered around 400 ms and the other with intervals centered around 4 s. The goal was to test the prediction that the cerebellar timing system was limited to relatively short intervals, those relevant for motor control, whereas the contribution of prefrontal cortex would become manifest at longer intervals. The results, however, only provided support for the latter prediction. Compared with healthy control participants, the cerebellar group was impaired on both duration discrimination tasks, suggesting that this area was essential for the accurate representation of temporal information across both interval ranges. In contrast, the frontal group was only impaired on the 4-s version of the task, consistent with the hypothesis that this region is essential for sustaining the information over a longer period of time. Further support for this hypothesis was obtained in a second experiment in which participants were required to compare the frequency of two stimuli with either a 1-s or 4-s interval separating the standard and comparison tones. Only the frontal patients showed a decrease in performance when the interstimulus interval was extended. These results are consistent with the idea that the cerebellum is essential for providing an accurate representation of temporal information whereas the contribution of prefrontal cortex is best characterized in terms of a central role in working memory.
The Mangels et al. (1998) study provides an initial step toward dissociating the specialized roles of the cerebellum and the prefrontal cortex in temporal processing tasks. Although their results indicated that the cerebellum plays a critical role in representing temporal information, the integrity of the prefrontal cortex was also found to be important, especially when either temporal or nontemporal judgments were required for stimuli extending over intervals of several seconds. In the present study, we varied the attentional load during temporal and nontemporal perceptual tasks given that such manipulations have been shown to influence both acuity and subjective duration in time perception experiments (e.g., Macar, Grondin, & Casini, 1994; Zakay, 1989; reviewed in Brown, 1997) . Patients with either cerebellar or prefrontal lesions were required to perform duration and frequency discrimination tasks, either in isolation or in tandem. We hypothesized that patients with prefrontal lesions would show the greatest impairment in the dual-task conditions, reflecting the role of prefrontal cortex in the allocation of attentional resources. In contrast, patients with cerebellar lesions were expected to exhibit similar attentional costs as control participants on the frequency discrimination task. Demonstrating that the prefrontal patients are disproportionately sensitive to the attentional requirements in these tasks would provide further evidence that the cerebellum and prefrontal cortex make dissociable contributions to temporal processing tasks.
Method

Participants
Three groups of participants were chosen: patients with frontal lobe lesions, patients with cerebellar lesions, and healthy controls ( Table 1 ). The patients were recruited with the assistance of members of the Neurology Department at the Veterans Administration Medical Center in Martinez, CA. The patients were initially identified through a review of computerized tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) records indicating a lesion involving either lateral prefrontal cortex or the hemispheric regions of the cerebellum. Their medical records were then reviewed. Exclusion criteria included any past psychiatric disorders or significant medical problems related to other neurological events. All patients meeting these criteria were given a neurological and neuropsychological assessment.
Control group. Ten healthy, elderly people (8 men and 2 women) served as a control group. They were recruited from the patient and volunteer population at the Veterans Administration Medical Center, Martinez, CA. They were matched to the patients with respect to age (M = 65.2, SD -5.2) and education level (M= 14.2, SD= 1.3).
Patients with frontal lobe lesions. Five patients with unilateral lesions of frontal lobe were recruited. The patients had had a single cerebral infarct in the dorsolateral prefrontal region (Figure 1 ). The patients averaged 69 years of age and 13.4 years of education. The average lesion volume, estimated from quantitative analyses from CT scans, was 61.3 cm 3 . The lesion was in the left hemisphere in 4 of the patients. Three of the patients with left hemisphere damage presented some evidence of aphasia in terms of dysfluency and word finding problems. These problems were relatively mild for 2 of the patients and severe for the remaining patient (J.C.). The aphasic problems, however, did not interfere with the patients' abilities to report their perceptual judgments in the current experiment.
Patients with cerebellar damage. Eight patients with lesions of the cerebellum were recruited. Their mean age was 61.3 years and they had an average of 12.1 years of education. Seven patients had unilateral lesions due to either stroke or tumor (Figure 2 ). Estimates of lesion volume were not available. The lesion was restricted to the left cerebellar hemisphere for 3 patients and to the right hemisphere in the other 4 patients. The lesions appeared to extend into the dentate nucleus for 4 of the patients with unilateral lesions (J.D., E.G., R.M., T.R.). The remaining patient had extensive cerebellar atrophy. The atrophy could be seen in an MRI at all levels of the cerebellum with relative sparing of the anterior lobe. This pattern is consistent with a diagnosis of sporadic cerebellar atrophy and argues against alcohol-based atrophy.
Motor dysfunction of cerebellar patients was estimated by a neurologist using a clinical evaluation testing posture, gait, eye movements, and volitional movements. A 5-point scale ranging from 0 (no evidence of cerebellar dysfunction) to 4 (severe cerebellar dysfunction) was used. Overall clinical rating of motor signs ranged from 0 to 2.5 (moderate). The relatively modest Note. Vol. (frontal patients only) = volume of lesion estimated from computerized tomography scans; Clin. (cerebellar patients only) = overall clinical rating of motor signs, ranging from 0 (no impairment) to 4 (severe impairment); WAIS-R = Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised (Wechsler, 1987) ; Info = Information subtest; Voc = Vocabulary subtest; Digit Sym = Digit Symbol subtest; F, A, S = total number of words produced in 3 min on the F, A, S Letter Verbal Fluency Test (Benton & Hamsher, 1978) ; WCST = Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (Grant & Berg, 1948) ; Cat = categories attained; Pers. errors = perseverative errors; M = male; F = female; L = unifocal lesion on the left hemisphere; R = unifocal lesion on the right hemisphere; Bilat = lesion on both hemispheres. "The data shown here for control participants are averages. degree of motor dysfunction is likely due to the fact that the clinical evaluation and testing occurred after an extended recovery period of at least 1 year (and over 5 years for most of the patients).
The neuropsychological assessment showed comparable performance between the patients and control participants on all but two tests. The patients performed worse than the controls on the Digit Symbol subtest of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised (WAIS-R; Wechsler, 1987) , F(2, 19) = 6.76, p < .01, and the Verbal Fluency Test (FAS; Benton & Hamsher, 1978) , F(2, 19) = 5.82, p < .01. The only test revealing a difference between the patient groups was the Digit Symbol test, f(ll) = 2.3, p < .05, with the cerebellar group performing more poorly than the frontal group. There is considerable debate at present as to whether cerebellar lesions produce impairments on tasks designed to assess general and specific aspects of cognitive function (Akshoomoff, Courchesne, Press, & Iragui, 1992; Daum et al., 1993a; Helmuth, Ivry, & Shimizu, 1997) , and this issue is outside the focus of this article. However, it is noteworthy that the cerebellar patients were impaired on the two tasks in which speeded performance was required in addition to accuracy.
Given that the focus of this article is on attentional factors, it is important to note that none of the patients had any signs of attentional disorders as assessed by standard clinical procedures. There was no evidence of neglect or extinction and none of the patients had obvious impairments of concentration or vigilance.
Procedure
Each participant was tested individually and completed three blocks of trials. Two of these were single-task (ST) blocks in which the participants judged either the duration or the frequency of the auditory stimuli. In the third block, the dual-task (DT) condition, the participants were required to judge both the duration and the frequency of the stimuli. All of the stimuli were generated by a PC computer and played over the internal speaker of the computer.
All of the tasks used a psychophysical procedure, Parameter Estimation By Sequential Testing (PEST), developed by Taylor and Creelman (1967) and extended by Pentland (1980) . Two stimuli are presented on each trial, a standard and a comparison. The procedure is designed to estimate the difference threshold required for participants to accurately judge the comparison on approximately 90% of the trials (corresponding to 1.5 SD units on the logit distribution). The procedure is generic in that it can be used with any stimulus dimension. In the current study, we either manipulated the duration, the frequency, or both dimensions of the comparison stimulus. The PEST procedure is adaptive in that it continually uses the information obtained in previous trials in its estimate of the threshold. Specifically, the test stimulus on each trial is the current estimate of either the lower or upper difference threshold. Initially, this estimate is set to a single value for all of the participants. However, on the basis of individual performance, the difference between the standard and comparison will either become smaller or larger. In effect, the PEST procedure creates a situation in which the subjective experience for all participants is approximately equal. The adaptive procedure selects values so that the participant is correct on about 90% of the trials, with the values individually adjusted on the basis of each person's acuity.
Threshold estimates were bidirectional: for the duration discrimination task, independent measures were made for both the short and long thresholds, and for the frequency discrimination task, independent measures were made for both the lower and higher thresholds. The final estimates were based on 30 trials of each threshold, or a total of 60 trials per block. Computer simulations have demonstrated that the PEST procedure is both efficient and stable (Madigan & Williams, 1987; Pentland, 1980) . With 30 trials per threshold, the procedure is likely to converge on the correct estimate over a wide range of starting values.
Duration perception task. The standard stimulus was a 600-Hz tone, presented for a fixed duration of 400 ms. After a 1-s interstimulus interval, the comparison was presented. The frequency of the comparison stimulus was fixed at 600 Hz, but the stimulus varied in duration. Participants were instructed that the first tone was the standard and that they were required to judge the duration of the comparison tone. On each trial, participants judged whether the second tone was shorter or longer than the standard and gave their responses verbally (short or long). The experimenter entered the response on the keyboard and the computer then determined the test value for the next trial. To reduce the computational process, the logit distribution was divided into 61 equal steps with 6 ms between each step (range of comparison values: 220 ms-580 ms).
Frequency perception task. The general procedure was identical to that used in the duration task except that the second tone varied in frequency rather than duration. The standard tone was again a 600-Hz tone, presented for 400 ms. The duration of comparison tone was also fixed at 400 ms, but now its frequency was varied. Participants judged the frequency and gave their response verbally (up or down). Each of the 61 steps were separated by 1 Hz (range of comparison values: 570 Hz-630 Hz).
Dual task. In the dual-task block, both the duration and frequency of the comparison stimulus were varied. On each trial, participants first heard the standard stimulus (600 Hz, 400 ms), followed after a 1-s interstimulus interval by the comparison stimulus. Separate PEST procedures were used to make independent estimates for the two comparison values; pilot testing indicated that there were no consistent biases for one response to be linked to another (e.g., participants to be more likely to say shorter when they heard a high frequency tone). Participants had to give two responses on each trial, one indicating the duration of the comparison tone (shorter or longer) and a second indicating the frequency of the comparison tone (up or down). Participants were free to make the two judgments in whichever order they preferred. The range of comparison values was the same as in the single task conditions.
Order of tasks. The three blocks were completed in a single 1-hr session. The single tasks were always performed first, with the order of the duration and frequency tasks counterbalanced across participants. The dual task was always performed last. This not only made it easier for the participants to understand the requirements in this condition, but it also increased the likelihood that the participants would not attend to both dimensions in the single task conditions. Although this ordering introduces a confound when comparing single-and dual-task performance, our primary interest involves a single-dual comparison between the three groups of participants.
Results
The dependent variables in this experiment were the measures of perceptual acuity and bias provided by the PEST procedure. Acuity was operationalized as the difference between the upper and lower difference threshold estimates divided by three. This measure corresponds to 1 standard deviation unit, measured in ms for the duration discrimination task and in Hz for the frequency discrimination task. Larger standard deviations indicate that a greater difference was required between the standard and comparison values in order to meet the criterion level of performance. The point of subjective equality (PSE) was taken as the measure of bias and corresponded to the midpoint between the two thresholds. This corresponds to the value at which participants were equally likely to respond shorter and up or longer and down. In the duration discrimination task, a PSE greater than the standard of 400 ms indicates that the comparison duration was underestimated. More time must elapse for the comparison to be judged equal in duration to 400 ms. In the frequency discrimination task, a PSE greater than the standard of 600 Hz indicates that the comparison frequency was underestimated. The frequency of the comparison must be higher to be judged equal to the standard.
Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were done on the two indices. One variable was group (controls, cerebellars, and frontals) and the other variable was condition (single or dual task). Because the units are not comparable on the two tasks, separate analyses were conducted on the duration and frequency data.
Duration Perception Task
Standard deviation. Figure 3 A shows the mean standard deviation scores for each group of participants in the ST and DT conditions. In both conditions, the values are higher for the cerebellar and frontal groups in comparison to the control participants, F(2, 20) = 5.l6,p< .01. For the target criterion, the patients required a larger difference in duration between the standard and comparison tone. There was no difference between the two patient groups. The comparison between the ST and DT conditions shows that performance was poorer in the dual-task condition, F(l, 20) = 19.90, p < .0001. The percent increase in the difference threshold was 29%, 41%, and 24% for the controls, cerebellars, and Note. ST = single-task condition; DT = dual-task condition. frontals, respectively. Although the increase was greatest for the cerebellar patients, the Group X Condition interaction was not significant, F(2, 20) = 2.10. Table 2 presents the difference thresholds for each of the patients individually. As can be seen, there is considerable overlap between the scores for the cerebellar and frontal patients. Three additional points are noteworthy. First, although the sample size was small, there was no clear difference between the patients with focal left-sided cerebellar lesions (M.B., J.D., T.K.) and those with right-sided cerebellar lesions (E.G., J.L., R.M., T.R.). Second, the difference threshold increased most sharply for the patient with bilateral cerebellar atrophy (B.H.). Atrophy patients tended to perform more poorly than the patients with unilateral lesions in a previous study of time perception (Ivry & Keele, 1989) . Third, the only patient who failed to show any increase in the DT condition was the 1 patient with right-hemisphere prefrontal damage (E.B.).
PSE. The mean PSE values are presented in Table 3 . There was no significant difference between the three groups on this measure, F(2, 20) < 1. All of the means were longer than the target duration of 400 ms, indicating that the participants consistently showed a bias to underestimate the duration of the comparison stimulus. Although the mean PSEs were larger in the dual-task condition, this effect was only marginally significant, F(l, 20) = 2.83, p < .10. The Group X Condition interaction was not significant, F(2, 20) < 1.
Frequency Perception Task
Standard deviation. The mean standard deviation scores on the frequency task are shown in Figure 3B . In both conditions, the patients performed more poorly than the control participants, F(2, 20) = 6.49, p < .01. The main effect of condition, F(l, 20) = 17.56, p < .001, and the interaction, F(2,20) = 13.47,p< .0001, were significant. In the single-task condition, both groups of patients showed poorer acuity than the controls, and the two groups did not differ from one another, F(l, 11) < 1. On the dual-task block, both groups of patients were also impaired relative to the controls, but here the frontal patients performed significantly worse than the cerebellar patients, F(l, 11) = 9.84, /7<.01.
Of central interest is the fact that only the frontal lobe patients showed a significant decrease in performance between the single-and dual-task conditions on the frequency task, f(8) = -4.67, p < .005. The dual-task performance of the controls, t(lS) = 0.87, and the cerebellars, f(14) = 0.93, on the frequency task was comparable to that found under single-task conditions. A post hoc analysis restricted to the two patient groups revealed a significant Group X Condition interaction, F(l, 11) = 16.20, p < .005. Whereas all groups showed an increase in the duration difference threshold under dual-task conditions, only the frontals showed a concomitant increase in the frequency difference threshold. The percentage increase in the difference threshold for the controls, cerebellars, and frontals was 9%, 0%, and 39%, respectively.
The difference thresholds for each patient on the frequency task are shown in Table 2 . The effect of the DT condition on the two groups is quite striking. All 5 of the frontal patients showed an increase in the DT condition, and the increase ranged from 5 Hz to 9 Hz. In contrast, the difference threshold was larger in the DT condition for only 4 of the 8 cerebellar patients, and here the increase was never greater than 3.33 Hz. In terms of the difference between the ST and DT conditions, there was no overlap between the two groups of patients.
PSE. The PSE values on the frequency task are shown in Table 3 . The effect of condition was significant, F(1,20) = 10.39, p < .005. All groups judged the comparison tone as higher in frequency when they were in the dual-task condition. There was no significant difference between groups on this measure, F(2,20) < 1, nor was the interaction significant, F(2, 20) < 1.
Discussion
Previous research has shown that lesions to the frontal lobes or cerebellum can impair performance on timeperception tasks. However, it has been difficult to identify functional dissociations because of differences in methodology, dependent variables, and the lack of direct comparisons. In this experiment, we compared performance on a temporal and nontemporal task as a function of attentional load. Different patterns of interference were observed for the two patient groups, providing an important step in understanding how the cerebellum and frontal lobe may make differential contributions to tasks that require temporal processing.
The single-task results did not reveal any differences between the patient groups. The cerebellar group was more variable on the duration discrimination task in comparison to the control participants, thus replicating previous results (Ivry & Keele, 1989; Mangels et al., 1998) . However, unlike the results of Mangels et al., the frontal patients were also impaired on this task in the present study. Both of the patient groups were also impaired on the frequency perception task under single-task conditions.
The poor performance on the frequency discrimination task was unexpected. This task was intended to serve as an auditory control task. The patients may be more variable than controls on any psychophysical task, reflecting generalized problems in performing these relatively demanding tasks. For example, such tasks require that the participants concentrate for sustained periods of time because a block of trials lasts for approximately 8 min. This may be more difficult following brain damage.
On the other hand, it is possible that these deficits reflect specific problems in making auditory discriminations. Anatomical studies in the monkey have shown that secondary auditory-association areas innervate Area 46 of prefrontal cortex (Pandya & Seltzer, 1982) . Similarly, the cerebellum receives auditory inputs. In the rat, auditory regions of the cortex project to the parafloccular lobule of the cerebellum through both the mossy and the climbing fiber pathways (Azizi, Burne, & Woodward, 1985) , and subcortical projections to the cerebellar vermis have also been shown by electrical stimulation of the inferior colliculus (Huffman & Henson, 1990) . Moreover, in eyeblink conditioning studies, an auditory tone is frequently used as the conditioning stimulus and numerous studies have demonstrated that this signal is projected through mossy fibers (Steinmetz et al., 1987; reviewed in Thompson, 1990) . It is possible that the frequency-perception problems occur as a result of damage to representations of auditory signals in either prefrontal or cerebellar regions. However, the functions of tuning to pure tones of cerebellar neurons in the auditory projection region of the vermis in the cat are quite broad (Aitkin & Boyd, 1975) . Individual neurons respond at a relatively constant rate over a range of several octaves, making it unlikely that they could support the fine discrimination capability required on the frequency task. We are unaware of similar studies of prefrontal neurons. Future studies will be required to examine these different hypotheses. It is, of course, possible that the frontal and cerebellar groups perform poorly on this task for different reasons.
More relevant to the focus of this experiment, the dual-task condition revealed an important difference in performance between the two patient groups. When the attentional load was increased by requiring simultaneous judgments of duration and frequency, all three groups became more variable on the duration discrimination task. This result is consistent with numerous results obtained with healthy participants indicating that temporal judgments can be influenced by attentional manipulations (Casini & Macar, 1997; Macar et al., 1994; Zakay, 1989) . In contrast, only the patients with prefrontal lesions showed a dual-task cost on the frequency discrimination task. The difference threshold increased for all 5 patients in this group under the dual-task condition. The Group X Condition interaction was significant when the comparison was made between all three groups as well as when the analysis was restricted to the two patient groups. The latter analysis is especially important given the fact that both the cerebellar and frontal patients were more variable than the controls in the single-task conditions.
Although we had predicted that the frontal patients would show the greatest decrement in performance in the dual-task condition, we had anticipated that all of the groups would show some cost during the dual-task block on both tasks. The failure to find any change in performance on the frequency perception task for the control and cerebellar group likely reflects a lack of sensitivity in this task. The effect of attention load was also found to be greater on a temporal task compared to a nontemporal task in a study done by Macar et al. (1994) . Nonetheless, this does not compromise the primary finding showing a dissociation between the cerebellar and frontal groups in terms of the effects of dividing attention between the two tasks.
This dissociation allows us to develop hypotheses concerning how the cerebellum and prefrontal cortex contribute to these tasks. It is possible that the prefrontal lesions produced separate disturbances in separable processing systems, one related to time perception and another related to frequency perception. However, a more parsimonious interpretation is that the frontal lesions disrupt attentional processes required in these tasks. Whenever the attentional demands of a task are increased, patients with prefrontal lesions are challenged, regardless of whether the task requires temporal or nontemporal processing. The cerebellar group, on the other hand, did not show a generalized attentional problem.
Courchesne and colleagues (Courchesne et al., 1994; Akshoomoff, Courchesne, & Townsend, 1997) have proposed that the cerebellum plays a critical role in shifting attention. The basic idea here is that, analogous to its role in motor coordination, the cerebellum is essential for mental coordination by orienting perceptual systems to taskrelevant stimuli. The primary evidence in support of this hypothesis has come from a divided attention task in which participants must alternate between attending to one of two dimensions Courchesne et al., 1994) . However, Ravizza and Ivry (1998) found that the attentional problem appears to be related to the fact that this task requires rapid successive responses. When the attentional requirements are held constant but the motor demands are reduced, patients with focal cerebellar lesions show a significant improvement in performance. The current results provide further evidence that the deficits observed on perceptual tasks in patients with cerebellar lesions are not related to an attentional problem.
We interpret the cerebellum deficit on the duration discrimination task as further evidence of the role of this structure in representing temporal information. The cerebellum has been shown to be essential for controlling the precise timing in both motor control (e.g., Hore, Wild, & Diener, 1991) and sensorimotor learning (Ferret et al., 1993) . Together with the perceptual problems shown by cerebellar patients on temporal tasks (Grill et al., 1994; Ivry & Diener, 1991; Ivry & Keele, 1989; Nawrot & Rizzo, 1995) , the timing hypothesis provides a theoretical umbrella for these disparate results (see Ivry, 1996) . Recent theoretical conjectures have centered on the idea that timing within the cerebellum consists of a set of distributed functional units tuned to different temporal intervals (Buonomano & Mauk, 1994; Fiala et al., 1996; Ivry, 1996) . For example, Buonomano and Mauk propose that the coding of duration could emerge from relatively slow synaptic interactions occurring in the cerebellar cortex. Different temporal intervals would be coded through negative feedback loops involving the interaction of granule and Golgi cells on Purkinje cells. Models such as these assume that temporal information is transformed into a spatial code (see also, Fiala et al., 1996) . Lesions would be expected to add noise to the system, which would be reflected as increased variability on the duration discrimination tasks in the current study.
However, the cerebellar timing system is only one functional component required for these tasks. Successful performance also depends on other operations such as those involved in attention, memory, and decision processes. There are obviously a number of ways in which an attentional process would be required for successful performance on these difficult discrimination tasks. In the singletask condition, the participant would want to focus on the task-relevant dimension. The prefrontal cortex has been hypothesized to assist in such filtering operations, perhaps by attenuating information from irrelevant information channels (Knight, 1994) . Different anatomical and neuroimaging studies have revealed projections from the neocerebellar cortex to the prefrontal cortex (Middleton & Strick, 1994) . Thus, the increased variability in frontal patients on the duration perception task could be viewed as a manifestation of a failure to fully attend to the temporal information provided by the cerebellum. The increased variability observed in the prefrontal patients on both tasks in the dual-task condition would be consistent with a putative role for this neural region in coordinating processing across different processing systems (Corbetta, Miezin, Dobmeyer, Shulman, & Petersen, 1991) .
The relationship between working memory and attention remains unclear (see Shimamura, 1995) . In the present study, we have emphasized the attentional role of lateral prefrontal cortex. However, a functional account of this region could also be stated in terms of decision or memory processes. Our psychophysical procedure requires a comparison between two successive stimuli, separated by a 1-s interval. A representation of the standard stimulus would have to be maintained across the interstimulus interval as well as during the presentation of the comparison, at least until a decision is reached. Such an operation would fit with the working memory operations associated with lateral prefrontal cortex (Goldman-Rakic, 1992) . As noted earlier, Mangels et al. (1998) found that the performance of patients with prefrontal lesions was especially sensitive to the delay between the offset of the standard and the offset of the comparison. These patients, many of whom were in the current study, showed an increase in variability as this interval was lengthened, an effect observed on both duration and frequency discrimination tasks. At present, we can conclude that the contribution of prefrontal cortex to performance on these tasks becomes more pronounced as the task becomes more difficult, either through the dual-task manipulation or by extending the temporal extent of the stimulus events.
Over the past decade, an extensive literature has emerged exploring the neurological correlates of the hypothesized component operations involved in temporal processing tasks (for recent reviews see Gibbon et al., 1997; Ivry, 1996; Meek, 1996) . In the scalar timing theory (Church, 1984) , the basic component of timing is a pacemaker that produces outputs, called pulses, at a given rate. These pulses are kept in a counter gated by a switch. A comparator process contrasts the value accumulated in the counter with values that have been stored in reference memory on previous trials. Responses are determined on the basis of this comparison.
Research on the basal ganglia has implicated this subcortical structure as a key component of an internal pacemaker (Meek, 1996; Gibbon et al., 1997) . Executive and memory processes have been associated with cortical processes, including a putative role of frontal cortex in an attentional system required to monitor the output of the timing system (Olton, Wenk, Church, & Meek, 1988) . Although the current data are in accord with this latter hypothesis, we have postulated a central role for the cerebellum in the clock process, the outputs of the cerebellum being viewed as representations of particular intervals rather than pulses as implied by pacemaker models. It will be important in future studies to make direct comparisons between patients with cerebellar and basal ganglia dysfunction, seeking dissociations as have been observed in the current experiment. In this manner, a functional analysis can be established of the neural systems involved in temporal processing.
